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Remarks on the integrability of the derivatives of quasiconformal
rnappings

l. Introcluction. Let w be a /(-quasiconformal (not necessarily homeo-
rnorphic) mapping of a domain D of the euelidean plane .82 into R2.
fn I), w is then a lr.eak Z2-soltrtion of a Beltrami equation

'tt'; '- 7 1''- 
'

n'hero' x, t;hc comlrlcx <lila,t,trtiort of ir', is tr, ]loreil-mtrir,suralrle funct,ion
w'lrieh is rlefintd for almost all : €.D and srr,tisfies the inequality l*(z)1 S
(Jf -- l)/(1( + 1). (For the genera,l theorv of quasiconformal mappings,
r.e lefer to [3].)

Let §/,

( i -: € -i- i,',1) ,f.l
denote the Hilbert-transfbrmatiorr of the {unction ,/. \\/ith a l.roper inter-
pretation of the singular integral, § is a bounded linear rnapping of Zr,
p > | , into itself (Calder6n-Zygmund [2]). Its ZP-nornr li§lio is eontinuous
in p, has the value I for p: 2, and grorvs to oo åls p --> co.

Bojarski p] ltrovecl that the partial derivatives of a K-quasiconformal
rnapping are locallv in f,p for er.-er.r' value of p for v.hich

(r)

In conjunction with the above mentioned properties of § o, this gar.e him
the following result: It p(K) denotes the least, rrpper bounC of the positive
numbers p such that every K-quasiconforrnal mapping has locally trr-
integrable partial derivatives, therr, p(K) > 2 for all ralues of I(,
1{K<oo.

Calder6n and Zygmund proved that

c[: rim-sup ]d1h(2)
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On the other hand, the example

l_.
(3) w(z) : zlzlK

shor,vs that there exist J(-quasiconformal mappings vhose derivatives are

not locally in f,p for p : 2Kl@ - l). Hence, in view of the condition (l),
§llr*rrr.-,) > (K + I)16 - 1), which is equivalent, to

llsllr>1t-t.
lfhe value ol p(K) is not known ftrr any 1{, L < K < oo. tr'rom t'he

above example (3) it follows that

2K
(4) P(K)<K-|'

For 1( : 1 we obviously have p(K): co. Additional information about

the behaviow of p(K) for K near to I is obtainerl if th: Bojarski con-

dition (1) is combined with (2). With the notation

C: liminf(K - t)yt(I{)

it, follows that

c > zlco,

i.e. C is positive. By (4), C f-2, and if (4) actually holds as au equality,
as it seems reasonable to conjecture, then lve would have C : 2.

In this paper ra'e shall establish the inequalitSr

2K2lc(5) p(K) > fip=1
for all values of K > l. In view of (a) it is likelS. that the problem of
determining p(K) for an arbitrarv K > | has thus been reduced to
studying the asymptotic behaviow of p(K) as ( -> 1.

Silrce

2K2tc CI{
K2ic 1:7< -t

for 0 ( C < 2, we also have the lower estimate

CK
P(li))z K_l

for all values of K.
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2. Decomposition formula for a quasiconformal mapping. A K-quasicon-
formal mapping is an analytic function of a K-quasiconformal homeomor-
phism. Hence, there is no loss of generalityfromthestandpointofourprob-
lem, if we restrict ourselves in the following to homeomorphic mappings.

The proofof (5) is based on the possibility ofrepresenting a plane quasi-
conformal homeomorphism as a composition o{ mappings with lower
maximal dilatations:

L e m m a. Let w be a K-quasi,conformal homeomorphism and, Kr, K,
two numbers } I such that KtKz: K. Then w ad,mits a representution

uhere 1ot ,is a Ki-qua,si,conformal, homeom,orphism, i : L,2.
Proof : We 'write w in tkrc form (6), where w, and wz are quasicon-

formal homeomorphisms. In order to show that w, and w, can be chosen
to be Kr- and 1(r-quasiconformal, respectively, rve f irst expressthe complex
dilatation x-, of w, in terms of the complex dilatations of w atd wll.
From wz: wll o to it follo'vl's after formal computation that

x*(z) + n*lt (ru(z))e-2i"rs*'(')

1 + xu.(z)% *t r (u("))o-ziaryw-(z)

where

x*(z) : x*(z)e2i"'e*o?) ,

I{ext we make use of the fundamental Existence Theorem, whic}r says
that the complex dilatation of a (-quasiconformal mappirrg can be pre-
scribed almost everywhere as a measurable Iunction r.hose modulus does
rrot exceed (K - L)16 f l). Therefore, zo11 can he constructed such that,

K.-t
x*;(w(z)) -- - 

';' 
, : ,iatsz*(z) a.e.1 ' Kr*L

The first corrclusion is that, zaf I, and thus zrr, is -I{r-quasiconformal.
From (7) it further follolr.s that

(7) ',,*,(z)l -
x*(z) + n*r{w(z))

1 | x,*(z)H*tr(w(z))

Ii 1 lir-l
1t'-Ll-,ft-r-f

1i - i Kr--1
-K+L 1ir+1-

Ii-KL
K*K,

Kz- I
t1.t_}.K'*1

Hence, u)z is l{r-quasiconformal, and t}re Lemrna is provecl.
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3. Altgttication of the d,ecomltosi,tion formula. Let w, wr, a'nd w, be

as in the above Lemma. X'or the Jacobiarrs of these mappirigs we then

have

(8) J-(z):= J*,(tu-,(z))J*,(z)

a.e. in the considered domain D.
Let I C D be a compact set. tr'rom (8) it follows, by Hölder's inequality,

that

f,l '' -uo"'trtv - ll,J' '-,r",(:))pqJ 
*.\z)'t't"ri\!' ( l,l t .,(")(" 

- i' '' u*")i'

(e) ( [ [.,,,tq,wtar\i( [ l'.,-"*r('-i'''oror\i'\J J "ur\\t v>'"'tl \J Jn,(il '" 

"for all values of p and q fo.r which the abor'e integrals exist, u'ith
llq t, llq' : l.

'Fttr tl quasiconft»rual milltping tho J.rlcobiiltr bttlorrgs lotra,l[r' to et'tlr"t' 1,'

rvitJr r .i b,p6). Hence, lJre rightJrr-r,nd i[tegrals rr,rer finite if $'tr set

I t' lt I
ps- !1tlKr)- e, \o- r),,'- jp(K2)-t.

0{e(å. Then

n:,fff;,fl:P;*-,
and letting e --+ 0 we conclude from (9)

P(K)P(Kz)(to) p(K) )=: 
e1i,y a elxS _ t

or

(10,) ,- -fu. (,- ,,i;)(,- 
^a\

1. L'on'irruitg of p(K). As rr first appJictrtiorr of (t0). l-e set, li '-'
;v i l*, Kr:.t:, Kz:. | {.Axlr. 'lhen p(Kr) --, oo a-c --l.t-+ (), aud

we obtain from (f0)

p(:» + {)) } p(e;) .

Sirnilarl.Y, if K:x, KL-=:t: - Å*, Kz:rl@ --ln:), we get

p(r - o) 1p@) .
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On the
increase
O?L K,

other hand, it is otlvious
as fr increases. We have

from the definition
thus proved: p(K)

that p(r) d,oes not
d,ep encl s cont,inuouslq

5. Lor,aer estimate of p(K). In order
that repeated application of (10') for KL

p(K) =_ \ *

to establish (5), \4re first observe
'-- Kz vields

2 \2"__l
p(I{'-\l

follows fronr the rlefinition of ofor n: l, 2,
that

Letting n, *-> co,

(12 )

a,nrl (5) fcrlk:rvs.

Gir,'ett an e )>' 0, it

for all suff-iciently large values of ?1. Ilence, for n Jarge enough,

2 2 1 r \ z togK
,pW*\ --i ('.-; [l ffl > (: -,' * i

anrl s0 in vieu' of' (l I ),
3

') i log 6c-' t:"t 
i,u) = 

(r 2"--*)

we conclud"e from this

r 
PW) -- K4c )

6. Distortion of the area. Let again w be a ff-quasiconformal homeo-
morphism of a domain D and 7, a compact set in /). since the Jaeobian
J. is Ln-integrable over .l!' for an.y p < Lp(K), application of Hökler's
inequality yields the follou,ing result on the distortion of the area under the
mapping w (131, V. 5): To every d < 1 - 2lp6) there corresponds a
finite constant A sueh that

(r3) m(ut(E)) { Am(E)ö

(rr,: two-dimensional Lehesgrre measure) for every measur:ahlo set i?cF.
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Let ä(1{) denote the least upper bound of the numbers ä for which

(13) is always valid. The example (3) shows t'hat

I
ö(K)=k.

On the otlrer hand, since d(/O > L -'zlp(K), it, follows from (12) t'hat

I
ö(/() 

= wie .
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